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This research aims for knowing about effect of intelligence factor to dropped out student, effect of economic factor to dropped out student, effect of intelligence factor and economic factor to dropped out student. Type of this research used quantitative descriptive research by collected primary data from 43 dropped out students in 2011 until 2015. Data analysis technique used validity and reliability test, classic assumption test, multiple linear regression, determination test and hypothesis testing. Based this research, the result is intelligence factor take strong effect than economic factor, namely the t-value calculate at 4.060 while the t-count value of economic factors is 2.067, but both of them take effect for dropped out student. Student’s intelligence still relative low, it’s seen from some indicators, like cleverness, intelligence, ability, and dilligent. Student said they never got champion in the class, they often skip the class, cheating, and so difficult to understand lesson. Economic factor take effect in dropped out student, because condition of parent as farm worker and as house wife had the low income so they can’t fulfillment school needs.
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